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Abstract 
 
 In this paper we present the development of a spatial data management system utilizing 
sketch-based queries for the content-based retrieval of digital images from topographic 
databases. We discuss our overall strategy and associated  algorithmic and implementational 
aspects, and present the associated database design issues. The query tools devised in this 
research are employing user-provided sketches of the shape and spatial configuration of the 
object(s) which should appear in the images to be retrieved. Our strategy is scale-independent. It 
is inspired by least-squares matching (lsm), and represents an extension of lsm to function with a 
variety of raster representations. The results are ranked according to statistical scores and the user 
can subsequently narrow or broaden his/her search according to the previously obtained results 
and the purpose of the search. 
 
Keywords: Image Retrieval, Spatial Information Management Systems, Shape Queries,  
  Digital Image Matching 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Intelligent image retrieval from large databases is one of the novel applications which are 
receiving increased attention in the computer vision community [2,8,9,10,14,15]. Some 
prototype systems have also been reported, including Chabot [14], IBM’s QBIC [5], VisualSeek 
[18], ImageRover [16], and PicHunter [3]. The common trend in these efforts is that they focus 
in general-use multimedia-type image databases. Such a database includes for example images of 
sunsets, cartoon characters, snow-covered mountains, and wild animals. The objective of a query 
might be to retrieve the images of sunsets from the database. In such a scenario, low-level image 
properties (e.g. color, pattern) are adequate for information retrieval, since the image members of 
the database display substantial differences in these properties and can be distinguished by them 
alone. However, topographic image databases contain very large numbers of images (typically 
aerial and/or satellite) which represent striking similarity in terms of general low-level image 
properties. Therefore, general-purpose image retrieval approaches like the ones mentioned above 
are not sufficient for information retrieval in topographic image databases. Instead, what 
distinguishes images in a topographic database is the shape and configuration of the objects they 
contain.  
 
In this paper we present our approach for the retrieval of images from topographic image 
databases using query-by-sketch operations. Our approach is progressive, as we employ 
increasingly specific information to retrieve imagery. It is also content-based, with the term 
content referring to objects depicted in the images. We present the strategy and design 
considerations behind I.Q. (Image Query), our prototype system for image retrieval (section 2), 
and emphasize on system and database design (section 3), and digital image analysis issues 
related to matching sketches to images for querying (section 4). It should be mentioned that 
while our research originates from topographic applications, the developed methodology can be 
applied to any type of imagery.  
 
2. Strategy  
 
A description of the envisioned operation environment for our system is shown in Fig. 1. A 
searchable topographic database comprises images (typically aerial or satellite), outline/object 
information for these images, and metadata1. The aim of our strategy is to take advantage of the 
intuitive method humans use to express spatial scenes, namely sketching. In accordance, the 
query interface of I.Q. allows us to access individual members of this database by using as 
input parameters metadata information and a sketch. Our approach is designed to proceed as 
follows: 
  
• an operator sketches a configuration of objects, 
• he/she also provides additional metadata information, and 
• the database is searched to yield the images which satisfy the given metadata information, 
and in which spatial configurations similar to the given sketch appear.  
 
In this sense, a match is an image which satisfies the given query parameters. Database 
searching is performed progressively. Metadata information is used to thin the pool of potential 
matches (query by metadata). Additionally, an analysis of shapes is performed to identify the 
best matches of the query, and to assign estimates of confidence to them (query by shape). The 
reason for this two-stage design are: metadata searches are computationally inexpensive, fast, 
and therefore optimal for thinning large search spaces. On the other hand, shape-based searches 
are in general computationally demanding, but allow us to move from global image properties - 
which are conveyed by metadata - to individual features (content) within images. Metadata 
information is further supporting shape-based queries, as it indirectly assigns some semantic 
connotations to the sought features. For example, a specific shape has different meaning when 
found in an aerial image of scale 1:5,000, than when found in a satellite image with 5-meter 
ground resolution.  
                                                 
1
 Metadata of interest includes various forms of information (e.g. sensor characteristics, date of capture, resolution) 
describing/enhancing the content and/or properties of common data files (e.g. digital images, DEMs, maps in digital 
format). 
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Fig. 1: Operation environment for I.Q. 
 
The need for sketch-based queries within topographic databases is related to a simple fact: 
general color and texture properties are typically inadequate to differentiate aerial or satellite 
images. The variations caused by different depicted areas on histogram and other relevant global 
properties are only somewhat noticeable, especially when comparing images of rural to urban 
and coastal areas. But they are not sufficiently perceptible to be exploited in query processes 
within the context of topographic applications. Whereas the term “query-by-content” tends to be 
used for a wide variety of applications, the nature of our problem forces us to use it quite 
literally: perform searches in image databases according to objects depicted in them.   
 
3. System Design 
 
Outline and object extraction from digital images is a computationally expensive operation, 
and it is therefore performed not during the queries, but rather off-line when new images are 
introduced in the database. This results in a system architecture shown in Fig. 2, where dashed 
lines indicate off-line operations. I.Q. is reached by Java servers through the Web, and accesses 
a library of features and metadata to retrieve the proper images.  
 
The database design is shown in Fig. 3, and comprises the following elements: 
 
• Image library: contains one entry for every image of the database, and provides a link/pointer 
to the corresponding filename.   
 
• Metadata library: contains a listing of potential values for a set of attributes which describe 
general properties of the image. These attributes include date and time of acquisition, date and 
time of introduction in the database, scale/resolution, and location of the image (expressed in 
hierarchically arranged geographic entities like state, county, city). For more complex databases 
the attributes may be extended to incorporate sensor information and imagery type (e.g. b/w, 
color, pseudocolor). 
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Fig. 2: System architecture 
 
•Feature library: contains a set of distinct features (i.e. object shapes) and links to image files 
where such features appear. The role of the feature library is to provide the crucial link which 
allows us to reduce the search space of a query from a database to an abridged group of features. 
In order for the query to be efficient, this library needs to be optimal. The optimality criteria are 
two: the members of the library should be exhaustive (thus being able to describe all possible 
input features), and the members of the library should be independent (avoiding unnecessary 
duplications). The two properties, when satisfied, are equivalent to an ideal library which is 
approaching a base spanning the space of shapes. 
  
In addition to the above, the database may include a semantic library, which will contain 
semantic object information (e.g. object X is a hospital) and the corresponding links to image 
files. Under this design, the on-line part of the query is performed in this manner: 
 
• the user provides as input a set of metadata values and a sketch; the sketch depicts the object 
that we wish to retrieve, and the metadata values describe the acceptable characteristics of the 
images in which the object may appear, 
• using the input values we identify an acceptable subset of the metadata library; this provides 
links to features within the feature library and thus defines a feature subset, 
• the input sketch is matched to the feature subset (instead of the complete feature library) using 
our on-line matching tool, 
• acceptable matches give links to specific images (and locations within them) where objects 
similar to our input sketch do appear, and 
• this information is returned to the user who then has the option to edit his query2. 
                                                 
2
 If a semantic library is used, the above mentioned results will pass through another check (whereby the semantic 
properties of the detected object will be examined), and the query results would be provided after this added step.  
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Fig. 3: Database design 
 
In order to support the above sequence, the following sequence has to be performed off-line 
every time an image is introduced in the database: 
 
• the user provides the appropriate metadata information for this image, 
• the metadata library is updated to add the new entry, 
• objects/features are extracted from the input image using digital image analysis tools, 
• these new features are compared to the existing complete feature library using our off-line 
matching tool, and library entries are updated accordingly to include links to the new image, and 
• the links between metadata and feature libraries are updated to connect the metadata values of 
the new image to the features detected in it. 
 
To extend the queries in configurations of objects, we employ the well-known concept of 9-
intersection, describing the major topological relations between areal, linear, and point [4]. Thus, 
we break the query for a spatial scene into two tasks: identifying where individual objects similar 
to the input exist in the database, and then identifying the combinations of these locations that 
satisfy the given topological relationship. For example, when attempting to retrieve raster files 
which depict an hexagonal building and a cross-like structure separated by an L shaped object, 
we identify the locations in the database where each of the three objects exists.  Subsequently we 
analyze this information (which now comprises filenames and locations within these files) to 
come up with the combinations which satisfy the desired configuration. This formulation of 
scene queries (as combination of a space query and a topological check) permits easy and fast 
query edits. When attempting to edit a query by reconfiguring a given set of objects, we do so by 
re-examining their topological relations only, an operation simpler than searching the shape 
library. 
The rationale behind our database design becomes apparent when analyzing the meaning of the 
metadata and feature libraries, and their connection. Assuming that we have n distinct metadata 
values, the metadata space is an n-dimensional one. A point within this space corresponds to all 
images of the same area, captured at the same scale, at the same date, with similar sensor. When 
one or more of these parameters can accept less specific values we move to blobs within the n-
dimensional metadata space. For example, photos of various scales of a specific area taken on a 
specific date form a blob in the metadata space. This blob represents the scale space of the area at 
the time of data capture. When defining points (or blobs) of the metadata space we actually 
declare what kind of features appear at a specific area of the geographic space. When querying 
the database, we use the metadata information to narrow the area of interest, and then we perform 
the shape query against the shapes that we know (from the off-line process) to exist in our region 
of interest. In essence, our design reverses the traditional processes by which we identify objects 
in the geographic space.  
 
It should be mentioned here that for implementation purposes, one can initially use as library 
any readily available set of shapes, for example a library like IPE, the Interactive Picture 
Environment [17], which provides nearly two hundred illustrations, augmented to incorporate 
certain standard cartographic figures. The shape library can be augmented every time a new 
shape query does not find an adequate match in the library. In this case the query pattern 
becomes a member of the library, and is compared off-line against the database to acquire its link 
information (images and positions within them where a pattern similar to it appears). 
 
4. Matching 
 
Our matching algorithms are influenced by the concept of least squares matching (lsm), 
modified to function during both the on-line and off-line stage of our prototype.  Least squares 
matching offers a robust method for establishing correspondences among image windows. Its 
mathematical background, based on least-squares principles, permits its successful extension for 
application in a multiple image matching scheme [1], or even for the establishment of 
correspondences in sets of 3-dimensional images [12]. 
 
4.1 Off-line Matching 
 
The off-line matching process begins when a new image is entered into the image database.  
First the user inputs the relevant metadata (Fig. 4) associated with the new image and then I.Q. 
extracts the edges/objects from the image by applying a generic edge enhancing/thresholding 
filter to produce a final edge file consisting of only black (gray level = 0) and white (gray level = 
255) pixels.  This edge file is linked to the image with an identical filename but with different 
extension.  Second, I.Q. begins to match all the features from the feature library to the edge file 
and records in the feature library which features found a match and the matching location within 
the image. 
   
It does this by first determining where in each of the library features is the center of mass.  
This central pixel will be used as the feature origin for translating, rotation and scaling the library 
feature during the matching process.  This method proves more useful (than center of minimum 
bounding rectangle) under circumstances where multiple groupings of features are combined to 
make a single feature template to be matched to the image. 
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Fig. 4: Metadata Input Menu 
 
Second, the image edge file is subdivided into thirds both in the x (horizontal) direction and 
the y (vertical) direction thereby creating a 9x9 matrix of equal sized subregions.   (Fig. 5) Each 
of these 9x9 subregions become the boundary for the library feature to translate, rotate and scale 
inside of while trying to match.   These boundaries are set up so the feature doesn’t waste time 
searching around in an area of the image which may have no relevant data.  Also, when the 
feature is rotating and scaling, it will need more space in order to avoid breaking the original 
library template boundary.  By subdividing the image into these regions, the feature is restricted 
from translating uncontrolled over the image.  Its movements are confined to the subregion and 
each subregion is checked individually for matches.    
 
When the library feature is searching for a direction and distance to move to, it will only do so 
for a distance of half the dimension of the subregion.  If it does not find a suitable match within 
this distance, then that pixel votes to move the entire feature to a new position within the 
subregion.  The new position will be half the dimension of the subregion in the x direction, 
where the searching then repeats.  Once the feature encounters the boundary of one of the 
subregions, it drops down half the subregion dimension in the y direction and repeats its 
movement along the x direction until it either finds some features in the image to match to or 
again hits the boundary of the subregion.  Once the entire subregion  has been searched in this 
way, either successfully or unsuccessfully, the feature will then jump to the beginning of the next 
subregion and repeat the process. 
 
At the completion of checking all the subregions, the position of the best match from all the 
regions is identified as the best match for the image.  To avoid missing a match that may occur at 
the borders of two subregions, additional subregions are added to overlap this area thereby giving 
25 separate regions in each image to be searched (Fig. 6). This number of subregions was 
decided upon assuming the feature being searched for is smaller than 1/9th of the total image size.  
If the feature being searched for is larger than this then the image can be subdivided into 
quarters.  Decisions on how to subdivide the image can also include the scene complexity with a 
more complex scene being subdivided more to speed up the searching process. 
 
                          
                          
                      
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
 
 Fig. 5:  The 9 Subregions of an Image                         Fig. 6: 25 Overlapping Subregions 
 
To determine which direction and how far to move the feature while matching within a 
subregion,  the subregion is divided into quadrants centered on the central pixel of the template 
feature.  (Fig. 5)  Each quadrant is matched separately to the image and the sum of the “votes” 
for each pixel of the feature in the quadrant is recorded as to whether it votes to stay or move.  
And if it votes to move, in which direction and how far.  Directions are checked in the +/- x and 
y directions.  This means each quadrant votes to move in one of 5 directions; left, right, up, down 
or stay where it is, and also how far it wants to move.  This method also allows for occlusions of 
up to half of the feature to be detected as the feature can shift its origin pixel right up to the edge 
of the image. 
 
Each quadrant vote is then compared with the other quadrants and the average direction and  
distance is taken as the template features next position within the subregion.  A sample of some 
of the possible quadrant votes and template feature shifts can be found in Table 1.  (note: a              
vote of       means this quadrant’s vote could be in any of the four cardinal directions; currently 
I.Q. handles 40 cases of different combinations of quadrant votes). 
 
The analysis of the quadrant shift directions and distances proceeds first through translation, 
then rotation then scale.  The amount of translation is taken as the average distance calculated 
from the 4 quadrants.  For rotation, the transformation of coordinates for the feature pixels are 
calculated using: 
 
Subregion 1 
Subregion 2 
Subregion 5 
Subregion 3 
Subregion 4 
q1 q2 
q3 q4 
x’ = x cos α + y sin α   y’ = y cos α - x sin α 
q1 q2 q3 q4    Shift   q1 q2 q3 q4           Shift 
           scale in x larger 
           scale in y larger 
           scale in x smaller 
           scale in y smaller 
           rotate 
           rotate 
 
Table 1: An Abridged Selection of Quadrant Votes and Feature Shifts 
 
where α is the angle of rotation between the x’ axis and the positive x axis.  The rotation angle 
is taken in 15º increments, positive in the counter clockwise direction.  If upon the next iteration 
the quadrant shifts determine a rotation angle in the opposite direction, then it is halved to 7.5º.  
This halving of the rotation angle continues as long as the direction for rotation keeps alternating 
between positive and negative α or until the arbitrary limit of 20 iterations is met. 
 
For scaling the feature, there are two approaches: independent axis and global.  Independent 
axis scaling is only used when the user digitizes his own feature to match, therefore in the on-line 
matching process.  This will allow for the feature to scale by different amounts in the x and y 
directions.  For global scaling, it is used in the off-line matching process and may be used in the 
on-line matching process if the user chooses an existing feature from an image to search the 
feature library against.  Global scaling assumes a constant scale change in all directions which is 
usually the case when images are scanned at different resolutions or taken with different focal 
lengths or flying heights.  For example, if I.Q. determines through analyzing the quadrant 
shifts that scaling in the x direction only is required, the entire feature will scale the same amount 
in all directions.   
 
In both cases of scaling, each quadrant remains intact. That is to say, when the feature pixels 
within the quadrant scale, all the pixels move in the same direction the same amount.  So, it can 
be seen that in the case of scaling the feature larger, there will now be spaces between the 
features pixels from one quadrant to the next after expansion. This is logical as data cannot be 
inserted into the empty spaces as this detail did not exist in the original scan.  One method to 
circumvent this lack of data, and an area of further research, may be to use fractal image 
compression techniques where no matter how large an image is scaled (or zoomed in), there is 
always new detail shown. 
 
Once the library feature has settled onto a match its accuracy is determined by how many of 
its pixels continue to vote to move compared to those that vote to stay where they are.  Each of 
the subregions in an image will have its best match position and match percentage recorded and 
sorted for each image in the database.  The best match percentage for each of the images is used 
to determine which of the images get linked to a particular feature within the feature template 
library.  
 4.2 On-line Matching 
 
The on-line matching process begins by sketching a feature to be matched against the feature 
library (which is in turn linked to the image database). This can be done in two ways. The user 
can select a feature off of one of the images in the database using the I.Q. interface and edit it, 
or, digitize from scratch his own feature outline. The I.Q. interface allows the user to turn on 
and off feature pixels inside the sketch-edit area.  (Fig. 7)  When the user clicks on a white (255) 
pixel it will turn black (0) and vice versa.  
 
If the user selects a feature from an existing image as his template feature, this object will 
have a nominal scale associated with it based on its scan resolution for satellite imagery and scan 
resolution combined with focal length and flying height for aerial images. The user can also 
provide his own scale to the template feature if he wishes. In this way, matches will be 
prioritized such that the less the template feature has to scale in order to fit the images, the closer 
the feature is to its true match. 
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Once the template feature has been extracted and/or digitized, the matching can begin. The 
procedure begins by determining where in the template feature is its center of mass. This is 
determined similar to that of the off-line matching process. 
 
Because the matching now is being done against the feature library and not the image 
database, no subdividing of the individual feature templates within the library is needed thus 
saving immense amounts of search processing time. Instead, the matching assumes only one 
subregion within the image and performs all its translating, rotating and scaling operations 
similar to the off-line matching process. The only difference being in the scaling where the user 
can use global scaling if he has only selected an existing feature from an image or independent 
scaling if he has sketched or edited his own template feature from scratch. 
 
Once the template feature has settled onto a match its accuracy is determined by how many of 
its pixels continue to vote to move compared to those that vote to stay where they are. Each 
library feature template will have its best match position and match percentage recorded and 
sorted. The best match percentage is used to determine its ranking for sorting the returned images 
based on the original query (Fig. 8). 
 
Currently, I.Q. does not distinguish between how much a feature may have been scaled or 
rotated when determining its matching percentage. A test on how much a feature was 
manipulated in order to fit the image could and perhaps should be made and reflected in its 
ranking. Also, another addition could be to further subdivide each of the quadrants into quadrants 
themselves. This will facilitate the template feature in warping itself to fit all the objects in the 
image. This further subdividing of quadrants into quadrants could conceivably go on to many 
levels of feature manipulation.      
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Fig. 8: Query Results 
When the results of a query are returned (Fig. 8), the user can re-edit the template feature by 
clicking on its pixels or by changing some options concerning the metadata. The new query can 
then be run on a subset of the image database or on the entire database in the case where the 
metadata has also changed. The subset of the database is a listing of images created during the 
first search that match to the query. Perhaps 50 images are returned by the first query with the 
top 5 being displayed on the query results screen. A cutoff matching percentage can be used to 
determine which images are included in this query subset of images.  If the second or subsequent 
queries begin to return the sort of images the user is not interested in finding, he can use the undo 
button in (Fig. 8) to return to previous query parameters. Both the sketch and metadata query 
parameters are stored for each individual query and are available for recall. 
 
5. Conclusions  
 
     A prototype of the system described in this paper has been developed and is presently being 
implementationally enhanced and optimized. Considering the state-of-the-art in computer vision, 
the advantages of our method are mainly associated with its precise yet versatile theoretical 
foundation, and the overall system design. The matching core module used in  I.Q. is able to 
properly function for comparing sketches/outlines to digital image windows or to other sketches. 
This offers the potential of extending this system to function within multimedia spatial databases, 
allowing queries to be performed simultaneously on images, maps, and GIS vector databases. 
This very important aspect anticipates the move towards integrated spatial information systems, 
and is the focus of our future work. 
 
Due to both the system design and the matching tool potential, our method is also scale 
independent. This is very important for query operations which are inherently multiresolutional, 
i.e. you have a sketch which depicts a feature or a combination of features at a certain resolution. 
By employing a multiresolutional strategy, these differences are directly accounted for, and the 
accuracy and overall performance potential of our technique is optimized.  
 
Furthermore, the method is robust in terms of mathematical and statistical foundation, an 
advantage which can be best exploited for the objective interpretation of the query operation. 
Indeed, matching candidates can be arranged and ranked based on a statistical analysis of their 
similarity to the sought-after template. The potential for such objective interpretation is inherent 
in the method’s set-up  and is based on the least squares foundation of the employed matching 
module, something which is clearly extremely important for our project.  
 
Last, but not least, this method presents a step forward in spatial database queries: we move 
from queries based on metadata or other global properties of images (e.g. dominant color) to 
queries using features within images. In doing so, we put more emphasis on the semantic 
information content of images, which is conceptually a more reliable, and accurate way for 
image retrieval. Furthermore, the use of user-provided sketches, as well as the ability of a human 
operator to manipulate the query process (e.g. by revising sketches, or changing metadata) brings 
the human operator into the process itself, taking advantage of his/her superior cognitive 
abilities. 
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